St Anne’s Catholic Primary School
Curriculum Information – LKS2
Half Term September – October 2018

Subjects
Religious Education

Literacy

Numeracy

Science

Computing

Geography/History

Music

PE

Art/DT

Themes
Homes
The joys and sorrows of being a family at home.
God’s vision for every family.
God’s vision for every family within the home.
Parents and children should love and respect one another, as God wants them to do.
The Holy Family; Mary, Joseph and Jesus give us an example of a happy and caring family.
Prayer helps us to remember that God is always with us.
Jesus wants us to love one another.
We have been chosen by God to be a Holy people.
The Water Horse
Spellings
Comprehension
Punctuation, speech marks, commas, apostrophes
Adjectives/Adverbs
Similes and Metaphors
Paragraphs
Number Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Problem Solving
Reasoning
Negative Numbers
Finding 100 and 1000 more or less than a given number
Ordering and comparing numbers beyond 1000.
Rounding numbers to the nearest 10, 100, 1000.
Read and write numbers in numerals and words.
To count in multiples of 4, 8, 6, 7, 25, 50, 100 and 1000.
Habitats
To identify living things around our school environment.
Sorting mini-beast and designing their own thinking about features including how it will survive.
Classifying mini-beasts and using a sorting key.
Understanding predators and their prey.
Considering the environment and how to improve it for bees.
Comparing animals in our local environment and in the rainforest.
Get Blogging
To understand how the internet works and how they can access it.
Create a mind map of how they can communicate online.
Create a basic Wiki
To be able to explain what blogging is.
Children to publish their blogs and evaluate them.
Where in the World are we?
To understand that our flat 2D maps and spherical 3D physical and political globes all represent
our world.
To demonstrate the relationship between maps and globes and explore the idea of addresses.
To be able to identify the position of lines of latitude and name the equator, tropics of cancer and
Capricorn and polar circles, arctic and Antarctic and north and south poles.
To learn about longitude and about the earth’s daily rotation.
To introduce the international date line and time around the world.
To describe the significance of latitude and longitude and how they are used to describe the
location of points on the earth’s surface.
Mamma Mia
Listen and Appraise
Listen and sing back
Listen and copy back using a glockenspiel
Play and Improvise
To be able to use notes G, A and B
To learn the song
Invasion Games
I can catch a ball with one hand.
I can keep possession of the ball.
I can vary tactics and skills depending on what is happening in a game.
I know and use rules fairly.
Printing
Explore images through mono-printing on a variety of papers.
Explores and recreates patterns and textures with an extended range of materials.

Further Information
Reading – Children are to read at home regularly and record in their reading record.
Spellings and Handwriting – Children will work on their spellings and handwriting each day. Spellings will be sent home each week
to practise.
Numeracy and Literacy – Homework will be sent home on a Friday to be returned on a Wednesday.
Learning Logs – Learning Logs will go home on alternative weeks to Maths and English. It will be handed out on a Friday to be
returned the following Friday.

P.E. –Children will need their indoor and outdoor PE kits and black pumps or trainers for PE sessions. Their pump bags will remain in
school until the end of the half term
Please ensure all uniform, PE kit, bags and water bottles are labelled with the children’s names.
I hope you find this information useful. Should you wish to speak to me regarding your child I am happy to meet with you at an
arranged time.
Yours sincerely
Miss Walsh, Miss Williams and Mrs Harry

